CASE STUDY
CLIENT: Beats By Dr. Dre // PROJECT: Best Buy Graphic Wall

OVERVIEW
Beats By Dr. Dre has a shop-in-shop at the Best Buy in
New York City and they were looking for a big
branding opportunity for their space.
It was not the most exciting space either. It was next
to the escalators and a big floor to ceiling column.
So, how do you help define a space and take visual
command of it? You build a wall. A fabric SEG
graphic wall.
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CHALLENGE

Customer Signature_____________________________

Note: no section will be longer than
80" for the purposes of shipping

Note: all hardware (screws, anchors, etc..) needed to mount
frame bracket to pillar are not being supplied by DVC

Two sets of brackets will be provided to mount top of frame to
the pillar with one set adjustable from 7-10" and the other
adjustable from 9.5-12.5" (shown with 7-10" version adjusted at 7")
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Due to the foot traffic in this area, the biggest challenge
was making sure this freestanding graphic wall would be
stable and not tip over or move around.

Center foot is short by 2.5" in the back
so as to not interfere with pillar in the
event the frame is installed at it's
closest setting
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We also had to make sure that we designed the wall so it
could fit in the Best Buy freight elevator for install.
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All dimensions in inches unless otherwise specified | D'Andrea Visual Communications retains proprietary rights to design
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SOLUTION
To ensure that the wall would not tip over or move, we
designed adjustable brackets that would attach to our
frame and then reach back and bolt to a column in-store.
The reason for these being adjustable is that we did not
know the exact distance from the column to the frame.
We made the brackets adjustable from 7” to 10” and
another set 9.5” to 12.5”
We used our 5” thick SEG extrusion that was powder coated
black and custom baseplates were made for stability and
made to the exact shape our client requested.
Since shoppers could see the backside of the wall when
using the escalators, Beats asked for a black fabric for
the back to hide the frame hardware. This gave the wall
a very clean and finished look. Our 5” extrusion is
double-sided so adding the additonal fabric was easy.
The frame was designed to easily break down into
pieces that could fit in the elevator.
You’ve heard the saying it’s all about the details and
Beats certainly agrees and so do we.
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RESULTS
The virtually frameless graphic wall has defined
Beats shop-in-shop space. This large wall will help
get shoppers eyeballs on the Beats brand and
more importantly, on their product.
Best Buy now has an attractive shop-in-shop in
a somewhat non-attractive area of the store.
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